Verint’s Comprehensive Security Solutions for Banks & Credit Unions

**Bank Branch**
- Switch
- IP Camera
- EdgeVR
- Analytics

**ATM**
- EdgeVR
- IP Camera
- Analytics

**Corporate Facility**
- IP Camera
- Switch
- EdgeVR
- Analytics

**VERINT Centralized Services**
- Investigations Management
- Transactions
- Custom Reports
- System Health
- Face Recognition
- Alarm Events

**Fraud Investigator**
Verint Video Inspector

**Security Administrator**
Op-Center

**Security Guard**
Guard Center

www.verint.com
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Learn More About Verint

1,000+ Banking and Credit Union Customers

40,000+ NVRs Deployed in the Field

300+ Petabytes of Video Storage

#1 in Banking Security Solutions

800+ Patents and Patent Applications Worldwide

10 of the Top 15 US Retail Branch Banks Use Verint Branch Surveillance and Investigation Solutions*

$1B+ Spent in R&D Creating Our Advanced Actionable Intelligence Platform

Generations of Networked Video Recorders Released with Verint’s Proven User Interface

* Measured by the number of branches.